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SILICONE MOLD KITS

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1     Prep: Microwave the bag for 20-30 seconds at low power. Massage/knead the bag for 10 

seconds. Microwave the bag for an additional 20-30 seconds, then knead for about 1 minute. 
Be sure to knead well. The goal is to get the candy chips warm, not hot. If the chips are still 
lumpy and not completely melted, microwave for an additional 10-20 seconds & knead again. 
Do not overheat or candy may harden.

2     Pour: Once Easy Candy™ is melted, cut the tip of the pouch and pour enough into each 
mold cavity to coat the base shell layer. Use a brush or a popsicle stick to paint the Easy 
Candy™ up the sides of the mold cavities to evenly coat. If you are creating a cakesicle, now 
is the time to add your stick into the mold!

3     Set: Set coated molds in the freezer for 5 minutes or until candy sets.

4     Fill: Add your filling of choice (homemade or store bought) to each cavity, being gentle 
enough as to not crack the hardened candy shell.

Here are some of our favorite fillings: Cake, Rice Krispies, Cookies, Mousse, Ice cream

5     Seal: Pour more Easy Candy™ over the filling (enough to cover and seal). Use a brush or a 
popsicle stick to spread it out evenly. Gently tap the mold on the counter to make sure all air 
bubbles are gone, and add more Easy Candy™ if needed. Scrape any excess Easy Candy™ 
off the mold with a spatula or butter knife.

6     Remove: Once the Easy Candy™ is dry (expedite this process by placing in the fridge), 
gently peel them out of the mold.

7     Decorate: Dust Prism Powder® edible glitter on for shine or drizzle top of cakesicle with 
more Easy Candy™ & add Fancy Sprinkles®. 
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